DCOYA Behave
Making Cybersecurity Personal

AUTOMATE PERSONAL PHISHING TRAINING
FOR EVERY EMPLOYEE
Social engineering attacks have become more targeted and sophisticated as cybercriminals realize
how easy it is to fool people into falling for their scams, and how lucrative the payoff can be. Your
employees may not be able to distinguish a phishing email from the hundreds of legitimate emails
they receive every day. As the line between legitimate and malicious social engineering emails gets
blurrier, the risk to your business increases.
While organizations like yours have implemented security training programs to train employees how
to identify and avoid phishing, CEO fraud, and other attacks, employees continue to fall victim to these
scams. That’s because social engineering is designed to evoke an emotional response that makes the
impulse to respond or “click” irresistible.
To combat social engineering attacks like phishing, you need focus on employee behavior (emotional
response) not just on employee knowledge (rational thinking). You must also consider employee
diversity in age, background, culture, job, etc., which affects behavior. Best practices derived from
psychology and marketing disciplines should be used to inform any behavioral change journey.
That’s why Dcoya Behave offers a truly personal approach to cybersecurity training. Dcoya solutions
use ML algorithms to incorporate behavior psychology best practices and marketing methods into a
fully automated cybersecurity training program tailored to each one of your employees.

SIMULATE REAL-WORLD ATTACKS TO HELP EMPLOYEES
PRACTICE THE RIGHT CYBER BEHAVIOR
Practice makes perfect. But your SecOps don’t have the time to devote to individual training. With
Dcoya Behave, you can automate personal cybersecurity training for every employee. Dcoya
Behave simulates social engineering attacks that are automatically triggered by employee realtime interactions with a phish, or by risk scores from past performance. These real-world phishing
simulations test the cybersecurity savvy of your employees, give them opportunities to practice the
right behavior, and enroll them automatically in refresher training as needed.
Dcoya Behave also automates employee segmentation, so you can target phishing attack simulations
to different departments, roles, or other groups in the company. Dcoya tracks simulation starts,
completions and scores for individuals and groups, so you’re always apprised of the progress toward
cybersecurity awareness and compliance goals.
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DCOYA SIMULATION SCENARIOS
Dcoya Behave expertly simulates the spectrum of social engineering attacks. New scenario templates
based on real time intelligences are automatically and regularly added to the platform.
•

Ransomware

•

SMS

•

Deceptive phishing

•

Business Email Attack (BEC)

•

CEO Fraud/Whaling

•

Credential Theft

•

Spear-Phishing

•

Malware and malicious attachments

WITH DCOYA BEHAVE YOU GET:
Real-world, social engineering attacks based on the latest Dcoya
intelligence; built-in and customized to imitate even the most
devious attacks.
Cognitive computing and ML algorithms to automate employee
segmentation
Analysis of each keystroke in employee training sessions
Detailed {WHO} analytics on each employee’s behaviorchanging journey
Automatic launch of simulated attacks to single employees and
to groups of employees, with immediate analysis of results, and
next-step recommendations
Automatic enrollment in refresher training for employees who
need it
Full integration with Active Directory and address book updates

WITH DCOYA BEHAVE YOU CAN:
Automate and streamline cybersecurity training
Empower employees to thwart social engineering attacks
Minimize the risk of cybersecurity mistakes by employees
Increase the success of cybersecurity training for every employee
Engage employees in company cybersecurity goals

ONLY WITH DCOYA
Dcoya Behave is a fully integrated module in Dcoya’s personal cybersecurity program for enterprise
personnel. Only Dcoya helps you perfect cybersecurity behavior – one employee at a time – with
solutions that are:
Hyper-Personal
Automated
Powered by machine learning (ML) and behavioral psychology best practices
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